
News From The Ellsburg VFD 20220706 

     Our July meeting was held on July 6.  Our August meeting will be held on Wednesday, August 3, at 6:30pm 

at our Bass Lake Firehall on Mink Road.  All are welcome to attend.  

     We are sad to announce that Chris Morinville, one of our members responding out of the Melrude Firehall, 

is moving out of the area and will no longer be a member of our team.  We will miss you, Chris, and wish you 

all the best for your future.  Thank you for volunteering your time to our department and this community. 

     We had a fun time at the Melrude Parade and Picnic! This is our main fund raiser for the year. There was a 

great turnout! Thank you to all who stopped by our table, participated in the games and parade, donated 

baskets, and bought raffle tickets.  There were some great raffle items!  Thank you to Kimber, Kallie, and 

Colton George for your help with the games. Thank you to Arrlette Krog, Stan Johnston, Deborah Feth, and 

Ben Yokel for grilling the dogs and brats. Thank you to Jennifer Carlson and Jen McRae for organizing the 

raffle. Thank you to Dan at SuperOne Pike Lake and Kemps Ice Cream for donating the ice cream and cones 

and to Bruce Degan for dishing them up.  We really appreciate everyone’s help in making this event possible! 

     Our next event is National Night Out.  This will take place on Tuesday, August 2, 6 to 8pm, at the Bass Lake 

Firehall on Mink Road.  This is a wonderful opportunity for our community members to come together to meet 

and visit with each other, share stories of summer adventures, see what the fire department is up to, and enjoy 

a free, picnic dinner. Please come! We look forward to visiting with you! 

     Ellsburg Township held a meeting on July 12 to set the levy which was postponed in March. The Melrude 

Firehall renovation plans impact this levy.  The town hall was packed with residents.  Our fire department 

presented the need for the renovation, the plans that were developed, and the estimate for the 

work.  Discussion was followed by the vote.  The vote was almost unanimous for the increase in the levy to 

help fund the renovation.  Thank you to everyone who took the time to come and help decide this important 

issue!  We are so thankful for this support from the community that we pledge to help and protect. 

     We have been very busy lately!  We responded to 8 emergencies in 3 weeks during the end of June and 

beginning of July.  Three of these calls were for trees that fell onto power lines.  Sometimes, this causes the 

trees to catch fire.  The fire can spark and cause a grass fire.  Sometimes, the power line breaks, and the 

energized ends can ignite a grass fire or create an unsafe situation on the roadway.  We are paged to respond 

to put out a fire, or block off the scene to traffic so that everyone stays safe.  We always have to stay on scene 

until Lake Country Power arrives to fix the situation.  Sometimes, like during the extended power outage at the 

end of June, we cannot stay on scene because Lake Country Power may not be able to come for days.  In this 

case, we block off the area.  We depend on the people traveling through the area to use common sense about 

staying safe around power lines.  Please do not pick up a broken power line and move it off of the road so that 

you can get through.  Power lines can still be energized even if they are broken.  Power can return to a broken 

line if LCP fixes a break further down the line.  You never know when.  If you are driving your car, and find 

yourself stopped by a downed power line across the road, do not get out of your car.  Your rubber tires will 

ground you.  Please do not ignore or yell at members of our department who are trying to keep you safe and 

free from being electrocuted! 

     We had Emergency Vehicle Operator (EVOC) training at the end of June.  There was a 3 hour classroom 

portion and then a behind the wheel driving portion.  All of our members who attended did well.  We learned 

some interesting things.  25% of firefighter fatalities are caused by vehicles.  This is due to collisions, vehicles 

flipping over, or being run over by a vehicle.  In 2020, there were 16,225 apparatus collisions in the 

US.  Collisions happen at intersections, on the road, or at the scene of the emergency.  Cars are more 

insulated today so that the occupants have that nice, quiet, ride. That insulation, however, also prevents the 

sound of sirens from penetrating. Approaching emergency vehicles (EV) are not being heard, so cars are not 

pulling over and they are not aware that an EV is near until it is very close.  All of a sudden, they hear the siren 

close-up, get startled, and swerve.  We saw several videos of cars swerving right in front of, or slamming into 

the side of, emergency vehicles.  We also saw videos of two or more fire engines colliding at intersections. EVs 

that are carrying full tanks of water can topple easily with sudden turns or swerving.  We saw videos of engines 

and tankers that rolled over because the driver swerved to avoid a passenger car or because the driver took a 



curve too fast. There are several instances of cars and trucks running into the back of an EV. When the 

emergency vehicle is driving with its flashing red lights on, a vehicle following it does not always notice when 

the EV brake lights come on because that is just another set of red lights.  Now there are new regulations that 

have been developed in an effort to minimize these accidents and firefighter fatalities.  We are to keep our 

lights and sirens off until we get very near the scene.  Then they are turned on to alert that there is an 

emergency ahead.  We must drive at the posted speed limit.  No more speeding to the scene.  We must come 

to a complete stop at all stop signs and traffic lights. We can no longer store any tools or loose equipment in 

the cabs of our vehicles because these things become projectiles in an accident and can cause serious injury 

or death. Firefighter fatalities have also happened when a fire truck backs up and doesn’t see that there is 

someone behind the vehicle.  The firefighter can be run over or pinned between vehicles. An EV should not 

back up unless there is someone assigned to guide the vehicle and make sure that the scene is clear. 

     Our good friend, supporter, teacher, and mentor, Scott Christopherson is here for the summer!  Scott lives 

on Arizona Road in summer and winters in Arizona.  Scott is a retired firefighter and firefighter instructor.  He is 

an excellent teacher.  Every summer, Scott voluntarily trains us on working with our engines.  We trained with 

him in July.  Deborah Feth prepared a delicious meal for us.  We ate and exchanged firefighting stories.  Then 

we went outside and set up a dump tank and filled it with 2000 gallons of water.  Our two engines were 

positioned on opposite sides of the dump tank.  Hoses were attached to each engine so that we could draw 

water from the dump tank into the engine with one hose and then pump it back out again into the dump tank 

with another hose.  There are several levers that must be pushed, pulled, or toggled to get the water to move 

in the direction that you want it to move.  The engine must be running, the onboard tank must be full, the 

onboard pump must be engaged, the lever corresponding to the chosen hose outlet must be pulled, and the 

throttle, RPM’s, and suction must be set.  Confusing? It certainly can be, but Scott has a way of teaching that 

makes you believe that you can do this.  “Where is the water now, and where do you want it to go?” This is 

how he teaches us to think it through.  Too much pressure on the suction? The hose will come out of the dump 

tank and whack you.  We know this now.  Wrong lever for the hose you want?  You may get blasted with water, 

or the water will shoot out of the water cannon and hit the road.  We know this now.  Forget to close the 

drain?  Suddenly you are standing in inches of water pouring out of the bottom of the engine. We know this 

now.  Turn the wheel of the butterfly valve too hard and the wheel comes off the engine? Well, that will have to 

get fixed.  We have old trucks and they like to be treated gently. Scott also teaches us how to handle or bypass 

equipment failures when on the scene of an emergency.  We learn a lot, laugh a lot, and finish the training with 

a sense of confidence and accomplishment.  Then we have to fill up the engines and tanker again and put 

away the hoses and dump tank.  This was invaluable training.  Thank you so much, Scott!  

      We hear many warnings about heat exhaustion and heat stroke. They are heat related conditions that can 

be fatal if untreated.  Dehydration is also a serious heat related illness, as well as a dangerous condition 

caused by an inadequate fluid intake.  We lose body water every day through sweat, tears, breathing, urine, 

and stool.  Illnesses involving fever, diarrhea, or vomiting also contribute to dehydration.  Some medications, 

such as diuretics, can deplete body fluids.  Symptoms of dehydration include thirst, decreased urination, dry 

skin, fatigue, light-headedness, dizziness, confusion, dry mouth, and increased heart and breathing rates. 

Treatment for dehydration involves rehydration with fluid intake by mouth or intravenously. It is recommended 

that males over the age of 19 drink 13 cups of fluid each day.  Females of this age group need 9 cups of 

fluid.  Children aged 1-8 years need 4-5 cups of fluid per day, 9-13 years need 7-8 cups, and children 14-18 

years need 8-11 cups per day.  How much fluid you need depends on your environment, your diet, your 

activity, and your health. August is the time of year for haying and football practice.  Make sure you and your 

family stay well hydrated! Dehydration can be serious, but it can also be avoided by paying attention to fluid 

intake versus fluid loss. If you get in trouble, call 911.  We will be there to help! 


